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Analysis Grand Challenge will be conducted during 2021–2023, leaving enough time for tuning software tools and 

services developed as a part of the IRIS-HEP ecosystem before the start-up of the HL-LHC and  organized together 
with the US LHC Operations programs, the LHC experiments and other partners.

Analysis Grand Challenge
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Motivation:
- Allow coping  with HL-LHC data 

sizes by rethinking data pipeline
- Evaluating the new Python analysis ecosystem and 

integrating a differentiable analysis pipeline

- Provide flexible, easy-to-use, low 
latency analysis facilities

Coffea-casa vCHEP 2021 plenary talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/948465/contributions/4323664/
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AS:
tools

DOMA:
Data delivery 

SSL: 
deployment techniques 
and resources

AGC is connecting different IRIS-HEP focus areas



Towards a benchmark analysis
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● Main AGC analysis example will be based on Run-2 CMS Open Data

○ CMS released ~400 TB of 2015 miniAOD at the end of 2021

○ Prefer to work with nanoAOD inputs

■ Results in realistic workflows as envisioned in ATLAS / CMS with PHYSLITE / nanoAOD

○ Eventually include upcoming second batch of 2015 Open Data (will be miniAOD + nanoAOD)

● No official miniAOD -> nanoAOD conversion utility available

○ In contact with CMS to understand longer-term options

● Using PhysObjectExtractorTool to build columnar output directly from miniAODs

○ Next step: running this via ServiceX transformer, then benchmarking performance

○ If conversion is a major bottleneck, may want to pre-convert to have nanoAOD-like input available

Towards a benchmark analysis: datasets
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https://github.com/cms-opendata-analyses/PhysObjectExtractorTool/tree/2015MiniAOD


● Previously we thought about extending the Run-1 Higgs->tautau example analysis

○ Argument was that it may be simpler to get this approved by building on a public example

● New Open Data release provides a lot of flexibility

○ All major MC samples available for many analyses

○ Will do a generic search in a ttbar phase space, likely modeled after existing public analysis

■ More familiarity with relevant objects / phase space / systematics / techniques

■ Possible synergies and collaboration with Swift-HEP / University of Manchester

● Developing an analysis from scratch gives us flexibility

○ Can e.g. easily showcase columnar kinematic reconstruction or MVAs, and all other relevant aspects

○ It also allows us to proceed step by step: some aspects of this kind of analysis are quite generic, so can 

implement overall structure now and follow up with details later when they matter

Analysis selection
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http://opendata.web.cern.ch/record/12350
https://swift-hep.github.io/workpackages/05_analysis/overview/


Getting involved
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● Hoping to run technical tests at all interested sites to evaluate compatibility with AGC plans
○ Various examples testing pieces of the ecosystem are available: 

https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea-casa-tutorials 

● Proposed first step: evaluate ServiceX setup via the func_adl + ServiceX example notebooks 

provided
○ Currently uses (public) CMS files, ATLAS to be added as well

○ Happy to help resolve issues, any feedback related to ease of setup would be great as well

■ Any particular things required that would simplify setup? Happy to iterate with you + ServiceX team

● Next step: coffea without and with ServiceX, and the various executors (including dask)
○ Examples also provided in repository

○ Expect that after this stage, remaining required pieces are going to be comparatively simple

How to participate
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https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea-casa-tutorials


Feedback from SB meeting

● Very useful feedback at SB meeting two weeks ago (https://indico.cern.ch/event/985528/), thank 

you!
○ AGC efforts seem generally aligned with CMS interests

○ Envisioned workflow is slightly more disconnected from reality of current ATLAS analysis patterns

○ Also looking forward to LHCb / HSF feedback in next SB meeting
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Kaushik De’s slides

https://indico.cern.ch/event/985528/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/985528/contributions/4738087/attachments/2391884/4089012/IRIS-HEP_ATLAS_Feedback_2022.pdf


● Happy to hear any suggestions here!

● Closely following ATLAS efforts to push forward PHYSLITE / columnar analysis
○ Wide adoption of nanoAOD in CMS presumably is correlated with experiment adoption of columnar tools

● PHYS vs PHYSLITE
○ PHYSLITE may find some use in Run-3, but is mainly targeted at HL-LHC (as are many IRIS-HEP 

developments)

○ Trying to understand with ServiceX team what a PHYS transformer would entail

○ PHYS workflows are going to be different from PHYSLITE

■ We expect that PHYSLITE workflows will be very similar (though not identical) to nanoAOD setups

■ Expect that AGC analysis will be representative for nanoAOD / PHYSLITE-type analyses

How to better engage ATLAS?
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Related activities and upcoming 
events
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HSF AF forum

● Following suggestions pointing out the community need for an AF forum (in this meeting & similar 

ones), we proposed an AF forum as a HSF activity area
○ https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/analysisfacilitiesforum.html (see for mailing list, mattermost)

○ HSF provides the ideal neutral forum to bring together a rich community working on this topic

○ Four coordinators:

■ Diego Ciangottini (INFN, Perugia U, CMS)

■ Alessandra Forti (Manchester, WLCG/ATLAS)

■ Lukas Heinrich (TUM, ATLAS)

■ Nicole Skidmore (Manchester, LHCb)
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/analysisfacilitiesforum.html


HSF AF kick-off event

● Kick-off event on March 25 https://indico.cern.ch/event/1132360/ 

● Idea: introduce activity area & context, very briefly show aspects of 

developments occurring
○ This cannot possibly capture all the ongoing work, but would hope to 

have dedicated follow-up meetings that can go into more detail

● Hoping that this activity area can become the place for AF-related 

discussions where the whole community can be involved
○ Expecting strong participation from IRIS-HEP
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1132360/


Upcoming events
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● HSF AF forum kick-off https://indico.cern.ch/event/1132360/
○  March 25

● IRIS-HEP AGC workshop: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1126109/
○ April 25-26, two afternoons CERN time with similar format as last time

○ Official announcement to follow

○ Will position this as something that produces input for HSF workshop below

● HSF analysis ecosystem workshop: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1125222/ 
○ May 23-25 in Paris

○ Oksana & Alex co-convening AF track and analysis user experience / declarative language track

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1132360/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1126109/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1125222/


Next IRIS-HEP / Ops program AGC meeting

● Current time slot worked reasonably well according to poll results

● Proposal: next meeting on April 5 at the same time (9:00 PT / 11:00 CT / 12:00 ET / 18:00 CERN)
○ Would that generally work? Can otherwise run another poll
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● Application deadline: March 8, 2022

Related IRIS-HEP Fellow proposals (see more here)
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https://iris-hep.org/fellow_projects.html


Summary

● Made progress with technical aspects of handling CMS Open Data
○ Have a way forward towards benchmarking milestone this summer

○ Now working towards shaping this into a benchmark analysis

● Hope to be able to run technical tests at all available sites
○ Described first step to evaluate compatibility of setups with AGC requirements

● Range of interesting upcoming events
○ HSF AF forum kick-off

○ Next AGC workshop & HSF analysis ecosystem workshop
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Backup slides
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Func ADL

Coffea

Expanding analysis pipeline: software components



Analysis Facility and Distributed Ecosystem (Data Lakes)

Servicex 

SkyhookCoffea-casa AF
20

XCache



ServiceX coffea cabinetry pyhf

SkyHook

Expanding existing analysis pipeline

milestone goal for  May 1, 2022
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● Demonstration of ServiceX ->Skyhook-> coffea -> cabinetry -> pyhf pipeline on Open Data 

FuncX

not included in 2021 workshop demonstration
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Analysis Tools Analysis Facilities

Building blocks used for designing AFs



Requirements for AFs
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Modern authentication (AIM/OIDC), tokens, macaroons, scitokens

Efficient data delivery and data management technologies

Columnar analysis and support new pythonic ecosystem

Modern deployment and integration techniques

Support for object storage

Efficient data caching solutions

Easy integration with existing HPC resources

Ongoing R&D on moving to use scitokens natively for AF (write/read)

Ongoing work on integration ServiceX/Skyhook data delivery services

Looking to add support for other batch systems and task managements 
frameworks

Integrating XCache in analysis pipeline

[Coffea-casa team]

https://iris-hep.org/projects/coffea-casa.html


Designing AF: components of Coffea-casa Analysis Facility

JupyterHub

Parallel processors

Web-based 
authentication

Dask-scheduler 
interface

Base image(s)

Core

ServiceX
S3

BinderHub

CVMFS

XCache

K8s 
scaleout

HTCondor
scaleout

Batch 
processing

Data access

Data storage
Plugins Plugins

workqueue 

NFS mounts
Minio

Skyhook

[Coffea-casa team]

External 
authentication 

https://iris-hep.org/projects/coffea-casa.html


Grid / cluster site resources
Kubernetes resources

Data delivery services - ServiceX

HTCondor scheduler

HTCondor workers

 Remote data 
access

JupyterHub
(shared 

between users) Jupyter kernel Dask 
workers

Dask scheduler

Shared resources between users
 Per-user resources

Skyhook

XCache

Dask 
work.

Dask 
work.

Dask 
work.

Dask 
work.

Dask 
work.

Coffea-casa Interactive Analysis Facility

X sends requests to Y

Data flow

[Coffea-casa team]

https://iris-hep.org/projects/coffea-casa.html

